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China set up its Pension System inside the State-Owned Enterprise under the 
planned economic system in 1950s. After more than half a century, China has built up 
a basic pension system based on social planning with the individual account combined. 
Things are moving with historical succession, which is called path dependence on 
institutional change. The paper offers an analysis on the causes of China pension 
system change from an economic angle. By means of those important history 
characteristics, we aim to provide some revelation for future reform of pension system 
in China.  
In view of the four stages of China’s pension system change, we see that pension 
reform has developed from a coordinated reform for State-Owned Enterprise to an 
absolute social security reform. It can be taken as a concrete case of China’s economic 
structure reform. The change of pension system itself consists of unceasing reform. At 
the first beginning, economic structure reform, State-Owned Enterprise reform and 
the finance and tax reform caused the initial pension reform. When confront the 
financial pressure and the demographic factor, the pension system start to reform 
again. However, the interests conflicts under the special decentralized administrative 
system in China make a impact on the pension reform. Due to the differences of the 
institutional beginning and the institutional form, China’s pesion system change 
distinguishes from that of outside world. This disagreement also figures the 
particularity of China’s pension system change, at the same time, this can provide an 
use for reference to the future reform of China’s pension system. 
Discussing the deep-seated causes of China’s pension system change by 
normative analysis, we find that there exsists some problems including system’s 
division, transition cost, financial sustainability and inexplicit governmental 
responsibility. When confronts the complicated social-economic enviorenment of the 
transition period, ageing population and economic globalization, measures should be 
taken to carry out a society aimed at “the old get cared” with “low level and large 














first and efficiency follows, eliminating systematic division, explicating governmental 
responsiblility, providing efficient security and financial sustainability. 
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